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Cell fluorescence photoactivation as a method to 
select and study cellular subpopulations grown in 
mechanically heterogeneous environments

ABSTRACT A central challenge to the biology of development and disease is deciphering 
how individual cells process and respond to numerous biochemical and mechanical signals 
originating from the environment. Recent advances in genomic studies enabled the acquisi-
tion of information about population heterogeneity; however, these so far are poorly linked 
with the spatial heterogeneity of biochemical and mechanical cues. Whereas in vitro models 
offer superior control over spatiotemporal distribution of numerous mechanical parameters, 
researchers are limited by the lack of methods to select subpopulations of cells in order to 
understand how environmental heterogeneity directs the functional collective response. To 
circumvent these limitations, we present a method based on the use of photo convertible 
proteins, which when expressed within cells and activated with light, gives a stable fluores-
cence fingerprint enabling subsequent sorting and lysis for genomics analysis. Using this 
technique, we study the spatial distribution of genetic alterations on well-characterized local 
mechanical stimulation within the epithelial monolayer. Our method is an in vitro alternative 
to laser microdissection, which so far has found a broad application in ex vivo studies.

INTRODUCTION
With advances in sequencing techniques, it became clear that al-
most all cellular systems represent a certain degree of heterogeneity 
(Altschuler and Wu, 2010) resulting from intrinsic genetic programs 
(Chen et al., 2020) or simply due to variations in complex and often 
dynamically changing cellular environments. The environmental fac-
tors acting on cells can be simplified into biochemical (growth fac-
tors, basement membrane composition, morphogens, etc.) and 
mechanical (i.e., tension, shear stress, rigidity of the environment) 
(Mammoto and Ingber, 2010; Janmey and Miller, 2011). Whereas for 
numerous simple developmental systems a full genetic picture is 

available (Gilmour et al., 2017), so far a limited number of tech-
niques (Nelson, 2017; Barriga et al., 2018) exist to quantify mechani-
cal parameters arising from physiological tissue function in vivo or to 
perturb mechanically living systems and correlate spatiotemporally 
the mechanotransduction processes occurring in response. To over-
come these limitations, numerous methods have been developed 
that are applicable for in vitro single or multicellular models (Roca-
Cusachs et al., 2017), improving our understanding of the role of 
forces on cell response (Mammoto and Ingber, 2010). Interestingly, 
even in those simplified experimental systems, phenotypic hetero-
geneity has been widely observed. For example, culturing epithelial 
monolayers on micropatterns gives rise to the appearance of supra-
waves (Serra-Picamal et al., 2012; Petrolli et al., 2019) and an altered 
spatial distribution of proliferating cells due to the imposed border 
conditions and resulting local changes in monolayer tissue tension. 
Similarly, the use of three-dimensional (3D) multicellular spheroids 
under isotropic compression enables at once creating heterogene-
ity in oxygen and nutrient distribution (as observed in growing tu-
mors), and at the same time correlating these with coexisting gradi-
ents of mechanical parameters (Stylianopoulos et al., 2012; Dolega 
et al., 2017). Despite the advantages in controlling numerous envi-
ronmental conditions, researchers are often limited in in vitro studies 
by the lack of robust methods to select subpopulations of cells for 
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further transcriptomic and proteomic studies in order to enable ob-
taining the link between mechanical, biochemical and arising ge-
netic heterogeneities. Uncovering this correlation of heterogene-
ities of cells is crucial to improve our understanding of cellular 
communication in both healthy and pathological states.

Among the available methods allowing obtaining samples of a 
spatially chosen subpopulation of cells (including manual disrup-
tion, micropipette aspiration), the most commonly used and com-
mercialized is laser capture microdissection (LCM) (Emmert-Buck 
et al., 1996), which was developed specifically for thin (up ∼20 µm 
thick) fixed sections of extracted tissues and biopsies. In between 
various operating modes of LCM (reviewed in Datta et al., 2015), the 
principle relies on precutting the zone of interest of the tissue sam-
ple with the laser. Despite several improvements made to extend 
the application of LCM over the in vitro models, the necessity of 
using specific LCM-compatible substrates for cell culture has so far 
limited its use in biophysical studies. Moreover, alternative methods 
are usually experimentally laborious. To circumvent these limita-
tions, we propose a method applicable to a majority of in vitro mod-
els based on the expression of photoactivatable proteins (Patterson 
and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2002; Grimm et al., 2016) within the cells, 
which when activated with light provide a fluorescent fingerprint 
that can be spatiotemporally controlled. After enzymatic cell disso-
ciation, selected cells (fluorescent ones) can be isolated using com-
monly available flow cytometry cell sorters and processed for ge-
nomic and transcriptomic studies. This approach enables selection 
of subpopulation of cells not only according to their biochemical 
signature (presence or absence of given signaling proteins) but also 
according to experimentally determined mechanical conditions. We 
show the application of this method using a microfluidic system pro-
viding local deformation of the epithelium, which triggers the ap-
pearance of gradients of tension within the epithelial monolayer. 
Therefore, our method allows correlating phenotypic, morphologi-
cal, and genetic changes occurring in response to mechanical 
stimulation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Photoactivation as a mean for cellular selection
Photoactivatable fluorescent proteins (PA-FPs) are characterized by 
their ability to switch to a new fluorescent state in response to irra-
diation with light of specific wavelength and intensity. The first PA-
FPs were based on the irreversible photoconversion from the non-
fluorescent off state into an activated and stable on state (Patterson 
and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2002). Further development of PA-FPs in-
cluded versions that were amenable to either activation to undergo 
wavelength shift or reversible photoactivation. The introduction of 
PA-FPs has brought numerous applications, including 1) live cell 
tracking, 2) studies on protein diffusion and binding kinetics, 3) pro-
tein–protein interactions with modified FRET imaging, and 4) super-
resolution microscopy (reviewed in Lippincott-Schwartz and Patter-
son, 2009). Here we introduce a new concept in which irreversible 
PA-FPs enable spatial selection of subpopulations of cells through 
flow cytometry cell sorting and further genetic analyses (comparison 
with LCM, Supplemental Material Annex S1). Moreover, our experi-
ment on selective photoactivation of cells within acini (3D cellular 
spheres) embedded in hydrogels (Supplemental Material Annex S2) 
suggests a potential for this method to be used for other 3D sys-
tems such as spheroids and organoids. We use a PA-mCherry con-
struct, which when introduced into cells (either through transfection 
or as a stable expression) converts from the dark state into a red 
fluorescence on activation with the intense violet light (390–415 nm) 
(Subach et al., 2009) (Figure 1A).

Advances in microscopy technology allowed photoconversion of 
subcellular structures using targeted regions of interest (ROIs) exe-
cuted with galvanometric mirrors or acousto-optic deflectors (re-
viewed in Ronzitti et al., 2017). However, these advanced micro-
scopes are not necessarily broadly available to all researchers willing 
to use our methodological concept. Therefore, to enable a wide-
ranging application of PA-FPs for spatial cellular selection and sort-
ing among biological laboratories, we decided to experimentally 
provide guidelines for the spatial resolution of a photoactivation 
spot using a basic inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with 
a metal-halide fluorescent light source and a typical set of objec-
tives. The size of the photoactivation spot depends on numerous 
parameters such as 1) magnification (type of the objective); 2) exci-
tation field heterogeneity, light diffraction, and reflection artifacts; 3) 
excitation profile; and 4) heterogeneities of photoactivatable pro-
tein concentration within cells that depend on transfection effi-
ciency. Here we used the inverted AxioObserver microscope (Carl 
Zeiss) with two air objectives, the Plan-Neofluar 20×/0.45 and the 
LD Plan-Neofluar 40×/0.6, both equipped with a correction collar 
for glass thickness variation (0–1.5 mm). By sequentially illuminating 
the epithelial monolayer for 5 min with 30-ms pulses every 5 s, we 
defined a typical diameter of the spot to be 669 ± 4 µm and 1449 ± 
23 µm for objective 40× and 20×, respectively (Figure 1B). Whereas 
it is clear that objective magnification will have the biggest influence 
on the photoactivation process (Figure 1C), we observed that 
changing the light intensity (10, 25, 50, and 100%; exact power val-
ues are presented in Supplemental Material Annex S5) resulted in 
the ∼10% variation of the effective photoactivated (PA) spot diame-
ter (from 750 to 671 µm) (Figure 1D). Since the effective PA spot size 
depends on the excitation light profile, we characterized this para-
meter as a function of excitation light intensity (Figure 1E). We ob-
served that the spot diameter determined at FWHM (full width at 
half maximum) did not vary significantly with excitation intensity. 
However, the diffracted light halo and the light scattered by cells 
and their substrate spread the decreasing (from ∼30% of maximum 
down to zero) excitation intensity up to 50 µm (calculated for 20× 
objective) distance beyond the FWHM circle. This spread light is 
more important with thick substrates (data not shown) and should 
be minimized by adjusting the correction collar of the objective. 
Moreover, the effective photoactivation profile was strongly affected 
by cell population heterogeneity (Figure 1F). To maintain a sharp 
excitation light profile, it is thus preferable to excite with high light 
intensities and for a shorter time. In parallel, excitation light intensity 
needs to be optimized considering photo toxicity.

To provide a mean to control the diameter of the PA spot without 
changing the magnification or the excitation power density, we took 
advantage of the presence of the epifluorescence field diaphragm 
(FD) that is at present standard in the majority of epifluorescence 
microscopes equipped with Köhler illumination. By varying the dia-
phragm, we were able to alter the field of illumination without 
changing the excitation power density by much. However, the full 
field excitation profile is critical in this case and should be adjusted 
to be as flat as possible using the lamp alignment. We measured 
that with the FD open to only 25%, the PA spot was significantly 
reduced down to 316 ± 41 µm and 661 ± 26 µm for 40× and 20× 
objective, respectively (Figure 1, B and C). When the FD was re-
duced further to its minimum (∼10%), we achieved the spatial activa-
tion selection of 187 ± 21 µm in diameter with 40× objective (that 
contains only few tens of cells). The obtained results on the size of 
the spot fall within the typical dimensions of many structural aspects 
of tissues (i.e., size of the villi in the intestine [Altmann and Leblond, 
1970; Creff et al., 2019]), developmental processes (i.e., epithelial 
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folding [Lecuit and Lenne, 2007; Gilmour et al., 2017]), and in vitro 
mechanical stress (Nelson et al., 2005; Petrolli et al., 2019).

The second important step in the application of PA-FPs for con-
trolled spatial cellular selection for transcriptomic analyses is the 
monolayer enzymatic dissociation followed by flow cytometry sort-
ing. With the highly evolving field of single cells transcriptomics and 
FACS on-chip (Wyatt Shields IV et al., 2015), the small volume and 
number of cells are eventually not limiting factors. It is especially 
valid for in vitro experiments when numerous experimental condi-
tions can be provided in parallel, that is, micropatterns or mechani-
cally stimulated cells as we will present in the second part of the 
paper.

Tension regulates local response within folding epithelial 
monolayers
Improvements in mechanical parameters analysis and techniques to 
induce controlled heterogeneity within the population of cells now 
enable directly studying the link between the mechanical state and 
a consequent biochemical response. To further study this link and to 
show the application of our PA–FP-based cell selection, we devel-
oped a microfluidic system that recreates typical gradients observed 
in vivo during epithelial folding by inducing a local epithelial 

monolayer deformation (Figure 2A). By increasing the air pressure 
within the channel, cells seeded on the thin elastic PDMS mem-
brane are stretched above the microfluidic channel. Local deforma-
tion is associated with the gradient of compression spreading later-
ally from the channel border (Figure 2B). Since cell size within the 
epithelium has been previously correlated with rigidity (Nehls et al., 
2019), we followed spatially the cellular Young’s modulus by atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) before and after induced deformation. We 
measured changes in cell rigidity within quiescent MDCK cells 
monolayers (ntotal = 26 cells for P = 0; 18 cells for P > 0, t = 1; 24 cells 
for P > 0, t = 15 min from N = 2 independent experiments) and ob-
served a significant deformation-related difference occurring for 
compressed cells at the close channel proximity (Figure 2C).

To further understand how the induced deformation alters cell 
morphology, we followed spatially the changes of nuclear height of 
mechanically stretched cells above the channel and compressed 
cells next to the channel. By fixing the samples and immunostaining 
for Lamin A/C, we measured nuclear height changes (ntotal = 
stretched 58 cells; compressed 78 cells presented together from N 
= 2 independent experiments) with the flattening occurring above 
the channel and changes occurring in cells that were in-plane 
compressed. These changes are well correlated spatially with the 

FIGURE 1: Effect of the FD manipulation and illumination source intensity on photoactivation spot size. (A) Images of 
the PA area when FD is 100% open. Orange region of interest (ROI) represents a zoom showing the bright field image 
merged with mCherry signal (left) and the PA mCherry cell fluorescence alone within the spot (right). Scale bar, 
200 µm. (B) Series of images showing the resulting photoactivation spot depending on the objective used for the 
photoactivation and reflected light (RL) diaphragm opening. Images on top correspond to 100% FD opening. Scale bar, 
200 µm. (C) Quantification of the PA spot diameter for 20× and 40× objective. Graph represents mean ± SD. Each point 
represents three independent photoactivation spots. (D) Quantification of the effect of the lamp optical power on the 
photoactivation spot diameter using 40× objective. Photoactivation was obtained by 100-ms pulses every 1 s during 5 
min. Graph represents mean ± SD. Each point represents three independent photoactivation spots. (E) Excitation light 
profile in the function of excitation light intensity (10–100%) for 20× objective. (F) Fluorescent signal of mCherry with the 
false color representation of the intensity within the PA spot. The circle represents the boundary of the excitation spot 
(objective 20×). Scale bar 50 µm.
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strain gradient (Figure 2D). Nuclear flattening, and thus changes in 
nuclear shape, occurring naturally due to cellular contractility (Elose-
gui-Artola et al., 2017) or induced experimentally (Aureille et al., 
2019) have shown to control gene expression. We therefore used 
our PA–FP-based spatial cell selection (Figure 3A) to perform tran-
scriptomic analyses according to induced spatial cellular heteroge-
neities. We used MDCK stably expressing PA-mCherry and optical 
settings allowing photoactivation of cells along the line of 400 µm in 
width corresponding to the width of the channel (Figure 3B). We 
selected three regions: 1) control that is positioned > 800 µm from 
the channel, 2) the zone above the channel where cells are in-plane 
stretched, and 3) the zone next to the channel where cells undergo 
in-plane compression. The mechanical deformation was applied 
during 4 h, the time known to induce early mechanical response 
(Benham-Pyle et al., 2015). We photoactivated cells using short 

FIGURE 2: Spatial epithelial response to the imposed deformation. (A) Schematic 
representation of the microfluidic chip composed of a single channel (XY view) closed with the 
elastic PDMS membrane that covers also the entire surface of the chip on top of which cells 
form quiescent monolayers (XZ view). (B) Calculated distribution of the membrane elongation 
(L0 length of the channel width, Lp length of the deformed membrane) showing the regions 
being stretched (above the channel) and compressed (within the first 100 µm from the channel 
border). (C) Changes in cellular rigidity of cells under in-plane compression. (D, on the left) 
Quantification of the changes in nuclear height above (stretched) and next to the channel 
(compressed), calculated from the Lamin A/C and Hoechst staining. Graph represents mean ± 
SD from two independent experiments; unpaired Student’s t test was used for statistical 
analysis. (On the right) Representative images of nuclear height with Lamin A/C staining. 
XZ view with Z-maximal projection; scale bar, 2 µm.

(10 ms) and repeated (40 series) 405-nm 
light pulses. We verified that these parame-
ters of photoactivation did not increase 
DNA damage in our epithelial monolayers 
(Figure 3C). The channel length of 2 cm al-
lowed selecting ∼20,000 cells for each con-
dition and the photoactivation process was 
finished within 15 min for a single experi-
ment. Following cell selection, we used en-
zymatic cell dissociation using trypsin-EDTA 
(15 min) and obtained a single cell solution 
in trypsin inhibitor (to minimize the total vol-
ume and loss due to centrifugation) that we 
used for flow cytometry cell sorting. To mini-
mize the effects of photoactivation on cell 
physiology and transcription, after photoac-
tivation we immediately proceeded with 
sorting and lysis. Furthermore, sorting with 
the flow cytometer was performed at 4°C, 
the temperature at which mammalian cell 
transcription is inhibited (Sonna et al., 2002).

Flow cytometry is a robust and high-
throughput method allowing analysis of 
thousands of cells per second and is suit-
able for identifying the subpopulation of 
cells representing 0.1% (see a review on cell 
sorting; Cossarizza et al., 2017). We esti-
mated that our PA cell population (∼20,000 
cells) represents ∼1.2% of all the cells 
seeded within the microfluidic system. The 
throughput and final sorting yield depend 
on numerous parameters, including 1) hier-
archical gating with doublet exclusion, 2) 
flow rate, 3) sample concentration, and 4) 
chosen precision mode for sorting, which 
determines the purity. In our experiment we 
performed initial fluorescence gating by 
analysis of PA-mCherry nonactivated cells 
(negative control) to account for autofluo-
rescence (AF) level and set accurately a 
positive threshold (Figure 3D). As expected 
from the images of PA areas, the PA cells 
showed a wide heterogeneity in their global 
fluorescence level. However, even for the 
dimmest cells the intensity was largely 
above the AF background and so could be 
easily gated (PA+ gate). We sorted between 

1500 and 4000 cells (∼0.5 to 2% of the singlets cells analyzed) per 
condition into a minimal volume of 100 µl of phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS) within only 20 min. For less-concentrated samples and/
or low volume samples, increasingly popular microfluidic cell sorters 
are available (Wyatt Shields IV et al., 2015; Shrirao et al., 2018). Fol-
lowing the sorting, cells were lysed and concentrations between 
∼100 pg/µl and 2500 pg/µl of total RNA were obtained, and subse-
quently RNAseq analysis was performed.

To understand how changes in tension regulate local epithelial 
response, we compared the transcription levels of cells from above 
the channel (stretched) versus control cells and mechanically stimu-
lated cells next to the channel (compressed) versus control cells. Our 
analyses identified 44 differentially expressed genes for the former 
condition and 116 genes for the latter (Hierarchical Clustering of 
Regulated Genes, Supplemental Material Annex S4). Using the 
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Enrichr platform (Chen et al., 2013), we analyzed the BioPlanet da-
tabase (Huang et al., 2019) to identify globally occurring changes 
arising from mechanical stimulation. We observed that for stretched 
cells, pathways associated with cell cycle and cell cycle progression 
were highly affected (Figure 3E), which is in accordance to a known 
effect of stretch-triggering cell cycle re-entry of quiescent cells (Ben-
ham-Pyle et al., 2016; Gudipaty et al., 2017). Among numerous 
pathways for the compressed cells, we observed changes in ribo-
somal activity, translation, and regulation of extracellular matrix pro-
teins (Figure 3F). The effects of compression on cell signaling are 
significantly less studied than those of stretched cells. Few reports 
are available showing that under mechanical compressive load skel-
etal muscle cells increase their ribosomal activity and translation 
(Fyfe et al., 2018; Kirby, 2019), which supports our observations.

CONCLUSIONS
Taken together, we presented a simple and broadly applicable 
method allowing spatial isolation of cells from in vitro systems. We 
showed an example application of our approach, which allowed se-
lecting spatially subpopulations of cells within the epithelial mono-
layer and revealed that folding-like deformation within the epithe-
lium causes spatially distributed and specific tension-related 

changes in transcription. Our method approach based on photoac-
tivatable FPs has a future potential to be used in 3D cell models 
(organoids and spheroids) if combined with two-photon microscopy, 
has a potential to be used for other in vitro 3D systems such as 
spheroids and organoids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
MDCK II cells (Merck, #00062107-1VL) were grown in MEM (Life 
Technologies) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (Sigma) 
and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Dutscher). Cells were subcultured 
every 3 d when ∼70% confluent by using trypsin-EDTA (Dutscher). To 
create a dense, quiescent monolayer of MDCK, we used a calcium 
switch method following protocol described previously (Benham-
Pyle et al., 2016). For formation of the stable cell line, viruses were 
produced in HEK 293T cells in a 100-mm dish by simultaneous trans-
fection of 5 µg psPAX2 packaging vector, 2.5 µg pVSVG envelope 
plasmid, and 7.5 µg pLVX-PAmCherry-C1 vector (Ozyme #632587). 
The transfection media were removed and replaced after 4 h with 
5 ml of complete medium. Supernatant containing lentiviral particles 
was harvested 48 h after transfection and filtered through a 0.45-µm 
syringe filter. MDCK cells seeded in a six-well plate were transduced 

FIGURE 3: Locally imposed deformation defines epithelial response. (A) Brief representation of the workflow 
description for the photoactivation/cell sorting protocol. (B) Bright field image representing the microfluidic system with 
a channel and the next to the channel (compression) position of the PA region (red color, mCherry signal); Scale bar, 
400 µm. (C) Analysis of DNA damage using p-γH2AX immunofluorescence analysis on PA cells and the control. 
(D) Experimental results of the flow cytometry sorting (representing FSC forward scattering detector vs. mCherry 
fluorescence [610/20 nm]) showing the population of the PA cell vs. negative control cells (AF). For a detailed gating 
description, see Supplemental Material Annex S3. (E, F) BioPlanet database pathways analysis of the altered genes for 
stretched and compressed conditions, respectively. Bars represent the p value ranking. The schematic drawing shows 
the PA zones according to the position of the channel.
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with 0.5 to 1 ml of viral particles in 2.5 ml of complete medium con-
taining polybrene 10 µg/ml (Merck). Following 48 h of culture, cells 
were seeded in T25 flasks and cultured for 2 wk in complete medium 
supplemented by puromycin 2.5 µg/ml (Merck).

Microfabrication
The microfluidic devices were fabricated by direct milling of the 
channel structure in transparent, 375-µm-thick polycarbonate film 
(Lexan 8010, Goodfellow Cambridge) using a vertical CNC milling 
machine (MFG4025P, Ergwind, Poland) and a 2-flute fish-tail end-
mill cutter with a diameter of 400 or 200 µm (FR208, InGraph, Po-
land). The engraved channels (grooves) were cleaned out with a 
pressure washer (K7 Premium, Karcher, Germany) to remove remain-
ing swarfs and loosely bound bulk material formed during the mill-
ing. Further, the milled chips were washed by hand with isopropanol 
and deionized water and finally dried out by compressed air. Poly-
carbonate slabs were bonded with PDMS membrane of 20 µm 
thickness (Wacker, ELASTOSIL Film 2030 250/20) using 1% 3-amino-
propyltriethoxysilane (APTES, Merck) as described previously (Sunk-
ara et al., 2011). Briefly, clean polycarbonate slabs were exposed to 
oxygen plasma for 1 min (Diener, 100% power, MHz generator) and 
subsequently incubated with APTES solution for 20 min. After thor-
ough washing with dH20 and isopropanol, the polycarbonate was 
put in firm contact with PDMS membrane freshly activated by oxy-
gen plasma (1 min, 100% power). The bonding occurred within the 
minutes that followed. Numerical analysis of the PDMS membrane 
deformation (elongation) caused by uniform air pressure load was 
performed using the finite element method and explicit solver, im-
plemented in preprocessor Abaqus/CAE, briefly, 2D planar models 
of the PDMS membrane with the boundary conditions: 1) full im-
mobilization of the membrane surface (displacements and rotation 
u1 = u2 = ur3 = 0) in the area of membrane bonding to polycarbon-
ate; 2) uniform air pressure load on bottom surface of the mem-
brane in the area of the channel. Dimensions of the membrane 
model were identical to the experimental device. Created models 
were meshed with 5-µm four-noded quadrilateral elements (type 
CPE4). Membrane material was modeled as an elastic, isotropic ma-
terial described by two parameters: Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s 
Ratio, whose values were estimated at 2.0 MPa and 0.45, respec-
tively, based on literature data.

Video microscopy
Live cells were visualized on the AxioObserver inverted stand (Carl 
Zeiss) equipped with 40× and 20× objectives, on-stage cell incuba-
tion chamber. Epifluorescence and photoactivation excitation was 
achieved with HXP-120 (Carl Zeiss) metal-halide fluorescence light 
source connected via a liquid light guide and featuring ND attenua-
tion filters for 50, 25, and 10% of maximum. A cooled MRm3 (Carl 
Zeiss) camera with 2 × 2 pixel binning was used for fluorescence 
imaging. The manual field stop in epifluorescence channel was used 
to adjust the size of the photoactivation spot. Zen Blue software 
controlled the photoactivation frequency and image acquisition.

AFM
For AFM measurements we added to the medium a 20-µM solution 
of Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 (freshly prepared) to maintain stable pH during 
the experiments. The system with a confluent monolayer was then 
carefully deposited in a Petri dish and inserted into the AFM holder 
(CellHesion module; JPK Instruments) mounted on an optical in-
verted microscope (Olympus, IX-70) and operated via JPK SPM 
Control Software. All experiments were carried out at 37°C using 
the Petri Dish Heater system. Triangular cantilevers (nano and more, 

4XC-GG) with a nominal force constant of 0.04 N/m were used and 
calibrated using the thermal noise method. To measure cell stiffness 
at 50 microns from the channel, the cantilever was positioned over 
the cell and constant force mode (10 nN) was used for all measure-
ments. Prior to fitting the Hertz model corrected by the tip geome-
try to obtain Young’s Modulus (Poisson’s ratio of 0.5), the offset was 
removed from the baseline, contact point was identified, and canti-
lever bending was subtracted from all force curves.

Flow cytometry cell sorting
Systems with MDCK PA-mCherry monolayers were kept under static 
concave deformation during 4 h. Subsequently, the pressure was 
turned off and systems were transferred onto an inverted motorized 
TIRF microscope (iMIC 2.0, TILL Photonics-FEI) equipped with lasers, 
an EM-CCD iXon U897 camera (Andor), and a 40× LD Air objective 
(N.A. 1.0). A tile region parallel to the channel was designed to acti-
vate a line of 400-µm width of cells automatically with the TIRF 0° 
angle mode. The whole tile was sequentially illuminated 40× for 
10 ms each round (15 min total photoactivation time). Once photoac-
tivated, monolayers were washed three times with PBS (without Ca2+ 
and Mg2+) and incubated with trypsin-EDTA for 15 min. We used 
trypsin inhibitor and passed the solution of cell suspension through a 
mesh filter (40 microns) to discard any large aggregates. Cells were 
then analyzed by flow cytometry on a jet-in-air cell sorter (AriaIIU, 
BD-Biosciences). PA-mCherry was excited by the 561-nm laser and 
collected through a 600 LP filter and 610/20 emission filters. Cell 
suspension was run through a 100-micron nozzle at a sheath pressure 
of 20 psi and a drop-drive frequency of 30 MHz. The flow rate was set 
at 2 with a threshold rate around 500 events/s. The purity sort mode 
was chosen. PA-mCherry positive cells were collected in a 1.5-ml 
Eppendorf tube containing 100 µl of PBS. During sorting, cells were 
maintained at 4°C to slow down possible transcriptional changes. We 
determined the sorting gates using a negative control (cells non-PA) 
and positive control (cells collectively PA by 1-min continuous expo-
sure to 405 nm fluorescence on the inverted epifluorescence micro-
scope equipped with 5× air objective). Sorted fraction (PA+ mCherry) 
was subsequently lysed with 300 µl of lysis buffer (RNA extraction kit, 
ThermoFisher, AM1931) and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Image acquisition and analysis
Cells were fixed with 3.7% paraformaldehyde (Sigma) for 20 min, 
permeabilized with 0.1% Triton in PBS (Sigma), then washed with 
PBS and blocked with a blocking solution (2.5% bovine serum albu-
min in PBS Tween 0.2%) for 1 h. Samples were incubated overnight 
at 4°C with primary antibody (lamin A/C, Abcam 26300; p-γH2AX, 
Millipore 05636) in blocking solution, followed by three washes with 
PBS Tween 0.2%. The cells were then incubated with secondary an-
tibody at room temperature for 1 h followed by three washes with 
PBS Tween 0.2%. After two washes with PBS, samples were finally 
mounted using mounting medium with DAPI (Prolong—Invitrogen). 
For p-γH2AX, cells were imaged using inverted epifluorescence mi-
croscopy with a Plan-Neofluar 20×/0.5 objective; p-γH2AX fluores-
cent was calculated following this formula: CTNF = integrated den-
sity–(area of nucleus × mean florescence of background readings). 
For nuclear height measurement, cells were observed using a Spin-
ning Disk Andromeda (iMIC 2.0, TILL photonics-FEI) (EMCCD iXon 
897 Camera with alpha-Plan Apo 63×/1.46 oil objective) and Lamin 
A/C was imaged with a z-step of 200 nm. Nuclear height measure-
ments were then performed using the reslice mode in ImageJ and 
fitting rectangle function. Images presented in Figure 1 were ob-
tained using an epifluorescence microscope Zeiss AxioObserver Z1 
equipped with CoolSnap CDD, CoolSnap CCD camera, CO2, and 
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temperature controller. We used manual control over the RL dia-
phragm of field that was originally provided with the microscope. 
For photoactivation we used objectives as indicated in the figure 
legend. Determination of the size of the PA spot was performed in 
ImageJ. Briefly, PA spots with either 20× or 40× objective were sub-
sequently imaged with 10× objective in order to visualize the full 
area of the spot within the field of view. Five spots per conditions 
were imaged. Using the circle tool, a circle was fit and adjusted 
manually around the spot. For imaging we used Plan Neofluar ob-
jective 20× (air, N.A 0.5) and 40× Plan-Apochromat (water, N.A. 1.0).

RNA sequencing and analysis
Total RNA was isolated using the RNAqueous Micro Kit (Ambion) 
following the protocol including DNAse I treatment. After quantifi-
cation and quality control using the Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Pico kit 
(Agilent), total RNA amounts were adjusted and libraries were pre-
pared using the Smart-Seq Stranded kit (Takara Bio) with 500 pg 
RNA input and 6 min of fragmentation. The library quality control 
was performed with the Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA kit 
(Agilent). Single-end RNA sequencing was carried out from three 
biological replicates per condition on Illumina NextSeq 500 (76 bp 
read, dually indexed, 1% PhiX control, and 1.1 pM loading concen-
tration). RNA-Seq data analysis was performed by GenoSplice tech-
nology. Sequencing, data quality, reads repartition (e.g., for poten-
tial ribosomal contamination), and insert size estimation were 
performed using FastQC, Picard-Tools, Samtools, and rseqc. Reads 
were mapped using STARv2.4.0 on the canFam3 Dog genome 
assembly. Gene expression regulation study was performed as 
already described (PMID: 26584541). Briefly, for each gene present 
in the Dog ensemble 98 annotations, reads aligning on transcrip-
tomics were counted. Based on these read counts, normalization 
and differential gene expression were performed using DESeq2 on 
R (v.3.2.5). Only genes expressed in at least one of the two com-
pared experimental conditions were further analyzed. Genes were 
considered as expressed if their rpkm value was greater than 75% of 
the background rpkm value based on intergenic regions. Results 
were considered statistically significant for uncorrected p values ≤ 
0.05 and fold changes ≥ 1.5. Clusterings and heatmaps have been 
performed using “dist” and “hclust” functions in R, using Euclidean 
distance and Ward agglomeration method. Analysis for BioPlanet 
terms was performed using the Enrichr online platform.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Software. Data 
are presented as mean ± SD or SEM as indicated in the figure leg-
ends. Unpaired t test has been used unless stated otherwise. Be-
sides transcription factor activity analysis (as described above), no 
exclusion criteria were used. The numbers of independent experi-
ments performed for all of the quantitative data are indicated in the 
figure legends.
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